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Description: Non-fiction; a true story about a group of hippy artists in the ‘70s who squat the abandoned Cambodian embassy and turn it into a Transcultural centre for Art. 

Cast: (Main characters)
16 Male 
SMITH (Group leader)
GEORGE O’GRASS (American writer)
BRETT (English Sitar player)
COLONEL (Foreign Office representative)
JOHNNY BANANA HEAD (Crazy hippy)
GANESH (Indian Sitar Player)
TOLEDO (Chilean homeopath)
PHINEAS (Irish pianist)
CASPAR (Public school boy)
ACE (Straight violinist)
DON (Psycho leader)
DAGAR BROTHERS (Classical Indian musicians) 
JAJOUKA LEADER (Moroccan drummer)
OLD MAN (Teacher of Dalai Lama)
MOSS (Smith and Katerina’s son)
DIGBY (Solicitor)

7 Female
MORGIANA (Flirtatious carpet maker)
TRALEE (Passionate intellectual)
FRENCH SUKIE (Man hater)
KATERINA (Elegant astrologer)
GAMBLER (Beautiful con woman)
FOREIGN OFFICE WOMAN (Frumpy official)
BELLA (American dancer)

Setting: London, 1976 – 1991, a large mansion next to Regent’s Park, the law courts and various locations around London.

Synopsis: SMITH and GEORGE O’GRASS are looking for a new squat as they are about to be evicted. They discover an abandoned mansion and squat it with their friends – MORGIANA, TRALEE, BRETT, FRENCH SUKIE.
The police try to kick them out but are unable to; then the foreign office try but they too are powerless without a court order. At this point, the GROUP find out that this is the abandoned embassy of the deposed Cambodian government. After an inspection by the amiable COLONEL, the foreign office decides to let them stay on a 6 monthly basis.

More artists come to live at the embassy including JOHNNY BANANA HEAD, TOLEDO, PHINEAS, CASPAR, KATERINA, and ACE. Many groups turn up and try to take over the embassy including a menacing Buddhist group called the PSYCHOS and a consortium of ILLEGAL GAMBLERS. However, the group manage to defend the embassy and get rid of these unsavoury characters.

They start to organise concerts, setting up the embassy as the Guild of Transcultural studies. Artists from all over the world come to perform, including the famous DAGAR BROTHERS from India and the JAJOUKA drummers from Morocco. They develop a programme of lectures from various gurus and theorists, including the OLD MAN who trained the Dalai Lama. The group start to form relationships and have children. During this period, SMITH often thinks back over his life, remembering the experiences he has had and the unusual people he has met.
 
Westminster Council decides to prosecute them for non-payment of rates but the group defeat them in court, claiming that as a Guild they are not liable. However, the Council appeals, sending spies to the embassy who witness them taking money on the door, forcing them to stop the public concerts.

After an inspection by the COLONEL, they discover that the Secretary of State wants to sell the embassy. With the help of a sympathetic solicitor, they fight him in court, on the grounds that, as they have been there over 12 years they have squatters right of possession, but the Secretary of State claims that because it is diplomatic property the period required is 30 years. They are defeated and given notice to quit.

They attempt to find another squat but realise that times have changed and so have they. After a final night’s vigil with the ghosts of the 15 years that they have lived in the embassy, they leave peacefully as a family the next morning, much to the annoyance of the assembled press. 

Comment: At the heart of this book is a fascinating tale – a group of hippy artists squatting an embassy. The fact that they manage to hold onto it for 15 years is truly amazing. We can identify with their struggle to create a new way of living and their fight against those trying to stop them – the police, the foreign office, and the other dubious characters that turn up. 

However, the set up is the best thing about the book; after they have secured the embassy, there is no real development in the story. The very episodic nature of the structure makes it difficult to follow. The form is narrative rather than dramatic, often skipping between the past and the present in a confusing way. 

Whilst sometimes amusing, not all of the stories are worth telling, some are simply quite boring anecdotes for example the one where SMITH is watching an ant or when KATRIANA pulls a cushion out from under JOHNNY’s head.

Many other important details have been left out. There is not enough information about the different characters and their interpersonal relationships. There is very little character growth in the whole book despite the fact that it covers such a long period of time. 

In order to keep the reader’s attention, there needs to be more struggle to achieve their overall goal to keep hold of the embassy and fight for a new way of life. The writer does not convey a clear sense of what he is really trying to say, or his conclusions about the story; he seems to be simply relating events as he recalls them.


